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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018090066A1] The invention relates to a toy (100) for stimulating the intelligence of dogs, having a basic structure (10) into which food
rewards can be introduced, wherein movable panels (2, 3), which are parallel to one another and have apertures (20, 30), are arranged one above
the other in said basic structure, - wherein the basic structure (10) has, on the upper side, two top sub-panels (1, 1'), which can be pushed apart
from one another and are spaced apart from one another by a spacing (15) which is accessible for a dog's paw, - wherein, furthermore, an access
panel (2) is arranged therebeneath, and this access panel can be lifted out in the upward direction, is provided with a retaining bracket (21), which
is accessible for a dog's paw, and with apertures (20), through which removable arresting pins (7) pass, and has arranged beneath it a sliding panel
(3), which has a longitudinal opening (3) through which likewise removable arresting pins (7) and special arresting pins (8) pass, and - wherein
a special arresting-pin-retaining panel (4), having the same surface area, configuration and orientation as the diagonal longitudinal aperture (30),
is located beneath said sliding panel and, by means of said retaining panel, special arresting pins (8), which are provided with a projecting floor-
periphery zone (81) and have the peripheries of the diagonal longitudinal aperture (31) engaging over them, can be displaced there and can be
removed in the upward direction only via the central widening zone (43) thereof, whereupon it is only then that the sliding panel (3) can be displaced
by the dog, and drawn out of the basic structure (10), in order for the food reward to be exposed to the dog.
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